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DA-Integrated Selects Chroma 3650 Test System
High throughput and high parallel test capabilities provides the most costeffective solution for fabless, IDM and testing houses.
OTTAWA, Canada, November 13, 2017 - DA-Integrated, a full-service IC Design, Supply and
Test services provider in Ottawa, Canada and Chroma, a Tier 1 Taiwanese Test Equipment
manufacturer announce today that DA-Integrated has selected and installed the Chroma 3650
series ATE system. The Chroma 3650’s highly flexible configuration, and best in class production
test rates make the Chroma 3650 an excellent complement to DA-Integrated suite of test
systems.
The Chroma 3650 system further enhances the DA-Integrated’s IC Test capability, enabling test
of ICs in applications spaces such as; MCU, PMIC, Sensors, and IoT.
“This platform enables us to leverage our world leading skills in IC Test Development for high
complexity advanced node devices and apply them to ICs in cost sensitive applications”, said
Scott Bulbrook, Vice President and co-Founder of DA-Integrated. “Customers benefit from our
renowned New Product Introduction capability and services while also accessing to path to very
high volume low cost production”.
George Chang, President of Chroma ATE Inc. added, “we are very happy to be working with DAIntegrated. The DA-Integrated offering of Test Development coupled with IC Design, New Product
Introduction and Supply makes them a very unique and valuable partner”.
About DA-Integrated
DA-Integrated, a pure-play semiconductor services company, provides a comprehensive suite of
expertise and capabilities that span the complete integrated circuit (IC) development process.
Core services include IC design, test development, production testing and supply engineering.
With more than 70 customers and 300 IC development projects, the company has proven track
record of helping customers optimize development cost, time to market, product quality and cost
of goods sold. For more information please visit www.da-integrated.com

About Chroma
From ICT and Aerospace to Automotive, Renewable Energy and Medical Device Testing,
Chroma products are trusted by many of the world’s leading R&D labs to provide consistent, fast
and accurate measurements. With offices and manufacturing facilities located worldwide, Chroma
is renowned for its commitment to excellence in product, service, and innovation. The Chroma
Systems Solutions, Inc. corporate office is located in Foothill Ranch, CA. For more company and
product information call us at (949) 600-6400. Taiwan head office is 66 Huaya 1st Road,
Guishan, Taoyuan 33383, Taiwan.

